About
Founded in 2017, Temblores Publicaciones is the publishing house by
Terremoto Magazine. Through the book format, we seek to put the
work of emerging and mid-career contemporary artists into dialogue
with professionals dedicated to the field of curatorship, research and
critical thinking within contemporary art in Latin America.
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Editorial Services
Temblores engages with the generation of critical printed content that
not only strengthens the network of professionals built by Terremoto,
but also accompanies a solid and multi-directional scene of active
agents within contemporary art in the continent.
Our publishing house offers the following services:
Editorial Consultancy
Critical support in the conceptualization, definition and structuring of content for
publications.
Editorial Coordination
Punctual monitoring focused on the needs of the project, from its conception to its
socialization through insertions in bookstores and presentations.
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Style Correction and Content Writing
Adaptation and revision, as well as orthographic correction of texts.
Translation
With a full production of bilingual publications, we offer content translation into
Spanish, English, French and Portuguese.
Editorial Design
Diagramming, layout and graphic composition, as well as adaptation and remapping
of publications with the possibility of generating in print and digital.
Print
In a variety of print runs, we manage, develop and monitor, in its entirety, the
printing process that involves an editorial project.
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Distribution
Through an ambitious distribution strategy, we look forward to engaging
these editorial discussions in an international panorama, while nourishing
links with institutions, art spaces, galleries and specialized bookstores
globally.
Our distribution model is based on the placement of publications in
strategically selected points in America, coupled with the direct sale of
publications from our online store, physical space, and participation in art
book fairs.
Our alliance with Motto Distribution in Germany allows us to expand the
reach of our books at different points throughout Europe.
Currently our books are available for sale in more than sixty points
throughout 20 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, the United
States and Europe.
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Distribution Points
MEXICO
EXIT / Casa Bosques / Cafeleería /
Casa Tomada / Tetetlán / Fondo de
Cultura Económica / MUAC / El Chopo
/ SAPS - La Tallera / Museo Tamayo /
Museo JUMEX / Impronta Casa
Editora / La Jícara / MARCO / Espacio
Sideral / Más Allá / La Cosecha / La
Comezón / Submarino
COLOMBIA
Nada / El Dorado / Lugar a Dudas / La
Cafebrería / Librería Mutante
PERU
Librería Sur / Escena Libre
VENEZUELA
Centro de Arte Los Galpones
ECUADOR
Espacio Violenta
COSTA RICA
TEOR/ética

CHILE
Metales Pesados / OJOPOROJO

BELGIUM
Wiels

ARGENTINA
Fundación MALBA / Fundación PROA
/ Centro Cultural Recoleta / Museo
Nacional de Bellas Artes / Musaraña
Libros

ROMANIA
Punch

BRAZIL
Lovely House / Polvilho
USA
Printed Matter / MoMA PS1 / McNally
Jackson / Family Bookstore / Arcana
Books / Wolfman Books

FRANCE
Yvon Lambert / Palais de Tokyo /
Marian Goodman / Batt Coop
ITALY
Bruno
AUSTRIA
Salon fuer Kunstbuch

SPAIN
No Libros / Arrebato Libros / Laie /
MACBA
SWITZERLAND
Kunsthalle Basel / Stampa Basel /
GERMANY
Motto Books / Pro qm
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Online Store
We currently operate under the BigCartel trading platform. Starting in the fall of
2020, we will host on our renewed website a more friendly interface for the purchase
of our publications.
Presence at Fairs
Index Art Book Fair (CDMX), Zona MACO (CDMX), Material Art Fair (CDMX),
Salón ACME (CDMX), Paperworks (CDMX), ARCOmadrid (Madrid), ARCOlisboa
(Lisbon), ArtsLibris (Madrid), ArtsLibris (Barcelona), ArtsLibris (Portugal),
ARTLIMA, PArC (Lima), Tijuana (Lima), Tijuana (Sao Paulo), arteBA (Buenos
Aires), Art Basel Miami (Miami), LA Art Book Fair (LA), NY Art Book Fair (NY),
EXPO CHICAGO (Chicago), Ch.ACO (Santiago), ARTBO (Bogotá)
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Communication
Digital socialization through our communication platforms and press
allies, as well as promotion of publications through the management of
editorial events, such as presentations, reading cycles and other public
activities.
Newsletter
Exclusive newsletters sent to our contact base of more than 30,000 subscribers.
Social Media
Continuous mentions on Facebook (15,700+ followers), Instagram (32,000+
followers), Twitter (4,000+ followers).
Extracts
Publication of a fragment of the publication under the Extracts section, freely
available on our online site (18,000+ visits per day).
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Funding
By carrying out your project with Temblores, you support our work of
producing accessible critical content, as well as promoting dialogue
between professionals of the visual arts in the Americas at an
international level.
We know that financing a book is a challenge, so we can adapt budgets
to the needs of each project, with the possibility of accompanying the
client in the creation of financing strategies, as well as the activation
of their professional networks to make the project possible.
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CEO
Dorothée Dupuis
dorothee@terremoto.mx

Distribution
Temblores Publicaciones
Motto Distribution

Editorial Director &
Coordinator
Ana Gabriela García
gabriela@terremoto.mx

Address
Calle del artículo 123, 116
Despacho 100, 1er piso
Colonia Centro
Delegación Cuauhtémoc, 06040
CDMX, México

Administrator
Ana Laura Martínez
admin@terremoto.mx

Contacto
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